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. ABSTRACT

Wind data from four DOE sites for the year 1979 was stratified and found

to naturally fit into a few unique groups. These were compared with
synoptic weather patterns using the Booz-Allen classification system.

Strong relat_uaships became evident between a particular synoptic type

_-_' and wind events for each site. Statistics indicate certain patterns

which result in stron_ winds, ( _ 7 m/s,15.6 mph) and some that result
_ in weak winds. For each site there is a preferred wind direction assoc-

,... iated with the strongest speed. Important relationships have also been

_o.,.. found comparing 850-mb and surface wind. Additionally, comparisons be-
:: <,_ tween pressure gradient and wind speed for a given gradient direction

_!_ show some significant relationships. It can be stated that the overall

_ _ results of the study show that by using existing data for any site, the

_:_ • winds can be characterized and correlated with synoptic weather patterns.'!"'" As a result, reliable wind forecasts can be made for utility companies
• .._.e_.. :

'..:,, for the purpose of power generation.

i-_:::'__. INTRODUCTION

'_"_". During the period Mmy through October of 1979 a few private weather con--

- suiting companies (including the author's company) were under contract

,' with Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories to forecast winds up to 24

!9o _ hours in the future for the various DOE wind turbine generating sites
• ".'_ scattered throughout the United States. In some of these locations_o

_ ' there wa_ no National Weather Service reporting station, thus eliminat-

.... _ ing any real time data. In addition, forecast verification of any kind
....._/' was uDavailable until about July or August. When some forecast verifl-

_,/' cation was available there was a three month lag. In other
words, ver-

_'_:_i Itieatlons received in July were actually the _y verifications. With

these severe handicaps, it was almost as if forecasting blindfolded.

., - Therefore, the forecasts were naturally less than desirab1_. However,

...., there was some skill sho_, especially by several of the weather consult-
ing companies.
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It became apparent following that forecasting project that each of the
sites had its own very unique wind characteristics. For example, a
northwest (NW) gradient will result in a strong southwest (SW) wind at
one site and a strong (NW) wind at another site. In order for forecasts
to become reliable enough to be used by utility companies, it was felt
that research was necessary to study the intricate relationships between
synoptic a_d mesoscale weather patterns, topographic influences, and a
particular wind event at each site. Z_ turn, this would lead to finding
forecasting rules and site characterization. Therefore, the decision

was made by Battelle personnel to undertake such a study. Contracts
were then awarded to two private weather consulting companies, Murray

and Trettel, Inc. of Northfleld, Illinois and the author's company.

Research on this project started in early February, 1981 and is expected

to be completed by December, 1981 with the writtlng of a flnal report.

.._ It is the purpose of this paper to report on the progress and findings
of this study up to the present time. E_e four sites which have been

designated for study by Freese-Notls Weather Include San Gorgonio,
-: California; Clayton, New Mexico; Boone, North Carolina; and Montauk,

New York.

DATA SOURCES AND PROCEDURE

There have been three basic sources of data used to conduct this research.

These Include Battelle - furnished time- series plots for each of the

four sites for the year 1979, digitized hourly averaged observed wind
speed and direction data, and National Cllmatlc Center (NCC) - furnish-

ed synoptic weather maps on microfilm.

The tlme-serles plots were carefully analyzed according to certain

criteria for speed and direction and a stratification was performed.

It was found the plots naturally fit into five or six distinct groupings

. per site. That alone suggests certain relationships between synoptic

patterns, topographic effects and wind events at each site. An example

of a tlme-serles plot for San Gorgonlo for May, 1979 is shown in

i: Figure I. Table I lists the wind speed and direction stratifications

= II'' I I I

°'"......L ;,;,, .........'...... 2; ........ "

FIGURI I. TI_-SERIES PLOTS FOR SAN GORGONIA FOR b_Y, 1979
SHOWING THE AVERAGED HOURLY WIND SPEED AND WIND DIRECTION

,'. 376
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Each of the B-A types for the various pressure surfaces was compared

with the observed wind speed and directlcn and with the stratified,..*,,. wind groups. Naturally, in some cases certain B-A types occurred so
_,.+.._.,.. infrequently that it was decided to ignore them. The means and standard

;,,_-." deviations were calculated for each relationship to get an idea of how

" each sample was distributed.

Due to the importance of the cut-ln speed of _.2m/s (14mph) for the

MOD-2 Wind Turbine Generator, considerable work has also been done on

the E 7m/s (15.6mph) threshold. For each B-A type, the number of occur-

rences of >.7m/s wind speed was calculated in percent. To further study

speed relationships, the perpendicular pressure gradient across 335 kilo-
meters (180 nautical miles) centered at the site was determined for

0000 GMT and 1200 GMT for each site. The gradient direction was also

recorded so that the relationship between gradient direction, gradient

strength, and wind speed could be studied. Finally, the ratio between

the surface wind speed and 850-mb speed was calculated and compared

with B-A types.

• _)

<. :i San Gorgonio

. b
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,.<.: Prior to the Htart of this re.search it was the consonsus t.hat this site

. would be the most difficult in terms of forecasting. However, after n

_! brief glance at the data, it became quite obvious that San Gorgonio
::; displays tho most consistent relationships between synoptic weatber pat-

erns and wind events. In order to better understand the wind charac-

',', torts|los at this site, a brief topographic description is helpful. The
site is located in a basically east-west mountain pass in southeastern

:' California. The elevation is approximately 341m (1120 ft.) and 5000-

",i 8000 foot mountains lle to the north and south. Needless to say this
_'" topography plays a very important role in determining the wind events

at the site.

It does not take mucb investigation to see that by far the favorite

'" wind direction at the site is southwest (SW) to west southwest (WSW),

whenever speeds exceed 6m/s. The typical time series plot shown in Fig-
; ure I clearly demonstrates this characteristic. Furthermore, a study of

___'_i Table 3 also shows this relationship. In this Table the mean direction

, and its standard deviation (_r), the mean speed and _r , and the % _.7m/s
-..

.... , are recurded for the appropriate B-A type. The B-A types which have two

; i mean directions recorded is due to the bl-modal character of these types.
' The bl-modal character is caused by diurnal effects when the pressure

•"_, gradient is very weak or when the gradient direction is northeast (NE)

ii through south (S). Under these conditions the wind tends to be strong

.... IARL _, WIP_ISMIIS1K,_I{._ ,'Wttk_k_110

: SAN GORGONIO

: ,_ ",tlrlace 8bO mb

• ' ,NO, ,%%'t'td_t' :%%'t'tagt, ",_[b %%'O|',1_tt' ,_%=t'l,lgt" Stlt|,l_'t _ LL'
t'l,i+**+ No, O|' Olin, Illrt'tlt[°tt 'giBr4_| Nitet'd SlBma Silt'lee|, .llit,,¢ L,t SIKm,t'" ' -- ....... -I"........ - .... bPt, t,J _tl;I,;,t 8%0 K+It it'
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: SW during Phe day and light easterly (F) ]liter at night and early morn-
int. Figure 2 graphically shows this bi-modal phenom.enon for B-A type 28.
llowever, note the predominance of the SW direction. More than 80% of the

time the w [nd Is SW for this B-A type. Generally, the strong wlnd types,

all with dlrectltm from '220°- 260°+ are associated w++th a pea|trough,

a prerldge , or a post cold frontal .+ituation. This Implles a w,ry

,
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"_. Important phenomenon regarding pressure for this site. As long as the.
,+ >*

: pressure is lower to the east of the site, the wind will blow quite
,- strong (generally at least 7m/s and quite often >15m/s) between 220_-

_ 260 ° . The exact strength is generally dependent upon the pressure

; gradient. On the other hand, the odds for a very light wind (_-6ra/s) 1
are very hlgh wlth low pressure to the west of the site. A mesoscale

!'i . ]
i ' _+ mmoo_to

,,9 '. -- 1
. +

la

i:+_:i 1_ th+'.

! ,_+,r:: "

" "+ 11

["- '+',.FI-• • ii 1% i i1 i_ [ ,li _ + ii
i+ +,o' :
F_ Wlltbl)llKOgll III lO'SOFiWA:TS

/,.... FIGURE 2. TYPICAL WIND DIRECTION FOR SAN GORGONIO

_i_ FOR BOOZ-ALLEN SURFACE TYPE 28.
_. ,_.

i ':, ': feature that sometimes occurs is a weak trough of low pressure Just

_:i:i.';_ west of the site followed by the usually strong Pacific High. If not
_: analyzed carefully, this weak trough might be missed. This will result

-..,;: in an over estimate of the wind speed. The above pressure rules are

i-_,_::' so universal at San Gorgonlo that one has to double check for possible
-'-, [, :

i_:- error if something contradictory to the rules is observed.

+_. Referring to Table 3 once again, note that with a few B-A types a mean
_+. speed and c_ is given without any direction This is due either to thei o .Z
r :", very small number of observations, or the great scattering of the data
_._'?". in some cases making the mean direction meaningless. Thls occurs wlth

"_' very light gradients. The most frequent B-A types are generally num-
i-:.:.'.'= bers 27-29, 31, and 34. The Table also shows the 850-mb mean direction

! ;" '" and _ , the mean speed and cr , and the ratio of the surface speed to the

_=:_ii' estimated 850-mb speed for the appropriate B-A surface type. It is in-
i terestlng to note quite a few occurrences of stronger surface winds than
! ::,..+. 850-mb winds especially for the posttrough or postfront types. Finally,
[ , ._ the Table also shows the % _ 7m/s for the particular B-A surface type.
i ". ,. Not surprisingly, large percentage values appear for the typical and

frequent B-A types for the site and small values are common for the

.,". pretrough types. The author suspects this correlation would be even

i .: stronger, but in some cases it was rather difficult for the researcher
i -

( to decide which B-A type should be assigned for a particular synoptic

i situation. A great deal of individual judgement went into the decision.i :
We are currently in the process of combining some of the B-A surface types.

For example, we are. combining B-A types 3, 13, 19, 25, 28, 29, and 31

-: due to the similarity in Isobaric orientation for these types• In a

: similar manner numbers 2, 4, 12, 18, 24, 27, 30 and 33 are being combined

I 111 _ 380 I_
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:.- We are designating the first group m_ postfrontal or posttrough and the

_. ," second group =s prefrontal or pretrough. Pr_llminnry indications with

_ this approach give oncouraglng results. Another glance at the,Table

",._ suggests some appear to a slg-still inconsistencies however. There be
_/ " ifleant number of cases with the designation of "pretrough" or "prefrontal"

_: ,, that have winds >7m/s. The secret here is the ori_,_i--tionof the is-

.... obars from west to east as a low pressure center or meridlonal trough

_f_. passses off to the north of the site. Under this slCuation, a fairly
.( strong southwest wind can result. On the other hand if a high is

_, located to the north (east to west pressure gradient of B-A number 34)
_io,_0
m_:, the result is very weak wind of < 5m/s (< 11.2mph) even with a fairly
-_.:- tight pressure gradient. Typical surface analyses of a strong and weak ,

_,/i: wind situations are shown in Figure 3.

_i '

_,?..

_;:/- FIGURE 3. TYPICAL .qURFACE MAP DESCRIPTION ASSOCIATED WITH STRONG

_! , WIND (LEFT) AND WF_ "rIND (RIGHT) FOR SAN GORGONIO.
r_!_,:',

......_ Finally, Figure 4 shows the relationship between pressure gradient

__, "_ and wind speed for a given gradient direction for all sites. As far

"_" as San Gorgonio is concerned, the curves beautifully demonstrate the

_ " very light wind conditions for the gradient directions NE through SW. !

.... For the westerly (W) gradient, we do notice a speed average of_8m/s

, for 1,2,4,5, and 6-mb gradients. The dip at 3-mb is probably due to

.___::ii'i_:ii an insufficient data sample. This Figure helps to explain the above
:. mentioned inconsistencies. For, if low pressure is to the N or NW of

_"' " the site, the gradient direction is more than likely to be W. For the

NW and N gradients which truly imply lower pressure to east and high

pressure west, the speed increases dramatically as the pressure gradient

• increases. As of the writtlng of this paper, similar graphs showing
the relationship between pressure gradient and wind direction for a

=, given gradient direction are not completed. Also, the 500-mb and the

,'' 700-mb data has not been fully analyzed yet but it is suspected that
. this data wlll not be as useful as that of the surface and 850-mb.
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FIGURE 4. CURVES RELATING PRESSURE GRADIENT AND WIND SPEED FOR

i : SAN GORGONIO FOR 8 GRADIENT DIRECTIONS. T_E IIORIZONTAL DASHED LINE.

,. IS THE 7 M/S THRESHOLD. OTHER FINE DASHED LINES IMPLY NO DATA AVAIL-
'- ABLE BETWEEN POINTS.

Clayton

";'. Clayton is located in the extreme northeast cornel+ of New Mexico and

has an elevation of 1534m (5030 ft). The foot hlllo of the Rocky
", Mountains begin I0 miles west of the site. TilLs site is considerably

" more complex in terms of weather regimes and site wind events than the

' It ' San Gorgonlo site. However, after a careful examination of the data

• tile"secrets" of the site are being revealed.

" As can be see;i from Table 4, the most common B-A types are 24-26, 31,

+ 33, and 34. All types have mean direction between 160 ® and 230 °
except for types 3, 13, 25, and 31 which show a W to NW direction.

'" Ih_wever, the standard deviations are qulte large suggesting the great
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- great diurnal effect going on at any time of the year. The preferred
_:"" direction at Clayton is somewhere between 180°- 360° for the

:.+ii strongest speeds with the prevailing wind being SW. Except for quite
_i; strong pressure gradients, the wind will generally blow quite strong

-i},i_!: from the SW during the day at _ 7m/s and light and variable at night
:+. and early morning. A good correlation exists between the surface diree-

.:{i lion and 850-mb direction for the great majority of tlleB-A types.

..... : Generally, tlle two don't vary by more than 20_-40 °. Tlle ratio between

the surface and 850-mb speeds is generally between 0.7 and 0.9 for all
_+" the synoptic types. Speeds can be strong at tileslte from all directions

+ except for NE through ESE. Ill these eases the speeds are generally
< 4m/s.

4":
,+,: Clayton is notorious for blowing against the gradient. For example, an

E gradient can result in a NW wind. In some cases, especially in tlle

:-=:':. summer half of tlleyear, weak low p_essure is located in western Kansas.
,;::_- With this situation, Clayton will blow from tile S%l right across the

,_ isobars into tlte low. If one had to choose the most co,mien synoptic
d l

. ..: pattern for Clayton it would have to be tlle lee-side trough either Just
: west, over, or Just east of tilesite. Figure 5 shows a strong and a

7; weak synoptic type for Clayton.

Figure 6 for Clayton graphically shows a fairly strong wlnd for most

:' gradient directions. The outstandh_g exception 1+. :he SE gradient

which shows light winds for all pressure gradient strengths. E and
• S gradients are also fairly weak.

= "_ During tile progress of this research the followln:, "rules of thtmfl¢'
. Imve been observed for Clayton:
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':' FIGURE 5. TYPICAL SURFACE MAP DESCRIPTION ASSOCIATED WITN STRONG
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°,},.8|l¢_l-_dllt'_111I_' ofton llp, llt w,lt:hNE firildI_nI:u111.1_mlt-llolW¢_mlu1'o

, _D'_ldL_.Ilt_'IllIIfroI1)_ or .II.llllldi_T' the l!II'],Ut_l_O of fltrOllp, "_tltlt I'rollf"

type.

4. A SIS _r_ld.l_,ut ylolth_ w:ludn _f <Tm/_ oftt,n hlow.Ll_% 02_ -08 _.
[ 5. Lf hlgll rl, dt_¢_ _outhwm-d 1.11L'.oLhv ,,It_, tim dlrt_etlon wll, be |3II n-

150 _ with a SE _Iradl_,nt.
b. I,'or a 8 grad],ont spe_,d_ are _!z_ttet*a|].y _7m/_ OWql for very w_aki

-"' pJ?lldit_tlt;S (2rob _Ltt 180 lt(lutt_a], tll:L].t_.s), l}'lret?tI.oll lit gtqlt, ra].]y

lbO °- 220°dcp(_ndlug on the l.ow petal.Lion.
7. For (I SW gradlel_t, Lf [rotl_%ll [s 11_11r tilL, site, speed wl.ll bu quite

strong (>7m/s) from th¢, S or SW rt, gardless of gradtottt strt_llgth.
8. With a W gradtc_.nt, speed is go,nerally >7m/_ from 180° to 220e
9. With a NN gradient w Lnd blows 270 -300 if no low prtu, sure is in

tim vicinity. If a low is Located northeast of t, laytcn the wind
: will blow from about 240_.

Boone

This site is located on top of a 1348m (4420 ft.) mountain In far west-
ern North Carolina on tileApalaehlan Chain. The statistics of Table 5

show the most common B-A gypes to be 3-5 and 29-35. The direction with

the strouger speeds are SW through NW with tile peak speeds occurring with
NW winds as is common in the eastern U.S. At Boone the super strong

: winds (occasionally >2Ore/s) occur as a low passes off to the tzorth, the
associated strong cold front pushes east of the s.lte, and the high pres-
sure center approaches from the middle part of the country. 'the B-A
synoptic types with that regime arc 3, 29, and 31. These types are

naturally more predomtmmt in the winter half of the year. From Table
........ i

I_00NI
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FIGURE 7. TYPICAL SURFACE MAP DESCRIPTION ASSOCIATED WITH STRON_

WIND (LEFT) AND WEAK WIND (RIGHT) FOR BOO'._.
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5, gh_ surfnea to 850"mb speed ratios .re gnnnrally between 0.7 and
0.9 for the common B-A typos. The _ge_ption is B=A number 30 having

..... a ratio of about 1.2. The strong wind B_A _ypon also have high parsee _
f tags values of _7m/n. Typical strong and weak synoptic _ypon for Boone
_} :.. are shown in F_guro 7

; On Flguco 8 it 1o Aeon _hnt: _llo only gradients coou]•tlng In very ]_,ght
i-,., wind are the E and 8E and in _omo respects the NE and B with gradient
I t_trongth ¢4mb. The dashed linon in some of those curves indicate

i" lack of data between Feints. The SW and N gradients rotmlt in t]t:mng

[ wind events as soon in the graphs.
|

f .... A fuw "rules of thumb" for Boone include the following for tlle HE
" through S gradients (tricky gradients for this 8ite)t

_" i. With a NE gradient, direction is generally 320_- 340°except with

'-_i an E to W high pressure to the north or a low to the S or SE inwhich case the direction is 010°-040 ° . Speeds are generally
=_ fairly strong if gradient strength is _4mb.

....i_ 2. The direction with an E light gradient is 300°-330 °. Stronger
gradients result in 070°-ll0_wind direction. In Just about all
cases the speed is rarely over 5 or 6m/s.

_ 3. The SE gradient results in ligh_ _peed (generally _6m/s) and often
has 290_-330Odlrectlon.

_:_. 4. With a weak S gradient (_4mb) wind tends to blow witt "' ',-mb

direction and be _ 7m/s. When a wave or trough #,.'. . :_ .. _ha
.... vicinity of Tennessee-Kentucky area a SE direct:.t: _Ii r_s_tlt.

_",; If gradient is strong, wind will blow with the grnJient. Th_
speed is quite strong (_10m/s) when a front is near the site with

_ _". the S gradient.
!%"

Montauk

This site is located on the southeastern tip of Long Island, N.Y. The

i-_. , most common synoptic types for this site are B-A numbers 2-5, 18-19,
29-35 as seen in Table 6. Because of its location in the northeastern

. U.S., it is affected by quite a few synoptic types. This is not neees-
... sarily the case for San Gorgonio, Clayton, and in some respects Boone.

: The. table shows the strongest speeds tending to be associated with B-A

: types having W or NWwinds. About the only apparent contradiction to

_i".. this is B-A type 31 with mean speed of 6.Sm/s. This type has a large
. number of occurrences (119) but it is also noted that the_ is astro-

nomlcal. Thus, In many of these cases it is suspected that the ridge
•. axis is Just west with the high center to the north. This can cause

a considerable number of cases with light E through NW winds explain

i_ ing the rather low speed for B-A number 31. The surface to 850-mb

ratio is generally between 0.4 and 0.7 for the common synoptic types.
• This ratio is significantly lower than the ratio for the other sites,

.:; but on the other hand the 850-mb speed is stronger for this site as

_ - .......... is common for the northeast U.S. Figure 9 shows the typical strong wind
_: and weak wind pattern for Montauk.

Glancing at Figure I0 for Montauk, one thing that should be pointed

• out is that it generally takes _ 4mb gradient strength for all gradient

directions to result in speeds of R7m/s. The gradients with the

: "" 387
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weaker speeds seem to be NE, E, and S but note the large range for

this site. The gradlents associated with the highest speeds are the
NWand N.

The "rules of thumb" observed for this site include the following:

I. NE gradient is net generally good for strong wind. A hlgh

percentage of cases are <7m/s. This is especially true for

gradients < 7mb.

2. E gradient is likewise not a strong wind gradient but is a bit

stronger than NE. A gradient strength 3 or 4 mb usually produces
wind of _ 7m/s.

3. SE gradient is not very frequent. For a gradient strength of >3mb

the speed is _7 m/s.

4. S gradient is not a strong wind gradient. It usually takes _Smb
to result in wind of _7m/s

5. SW gradient is fairly common. 4mb or higher gradient gives wind o_

7m/s but even smaller gradient strength can result in quite
a few cases of _ 7.

6. The W gradient is also common. Any gradient can produce wind of
7m/s but gradients of >Smb results in speed _ 7 consistently.

7. The NW gradient produces some of the strongest winds of up to 20

m/s consistently.

8. The N gradient also produces speeds up to 20 m/s and a lot in the

range of 10-20 m/s. A strength _Smb results in _peed of _Tm/s

consistently.

9. Of the four sites studied Montauk by far has tilebest correlation

between wind direction and gradient. The direction is generally

within 10°-30 ° of the gradient direction.
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Research on this project is by no means complete, but the results and
findings to this point are very encouraging. There are strong correl-

' arlene between synoptic features and wind events, The wind events are
obviously also influenced by the local topography. When this study

': began, there were three major questions to be answered;
I. Are there synoptic or subsynoptic scale weather patterns evident

:_ at the sl_es in such a recognizable pattern, that they can be used
": to more accurately predict wind events for the purposes of power

generation?
2, Given a set of criteria with unique characteristics, can one then

recognize the weather patterns with which they are associated?
.. 3. Using the site winds and archived analyses, cancharacterization

=.. of the site winds in terms of apparent mesoscale effects of local
, topography be separated from synoptic scale effects?
_,. The answers to all of these are positive. The results clearly show

that by using existing data for a given site, the winds can be
_ characterized and correlated with synoptic weather patterns.
'" When this is accomplished, there is no doubt that forecasts of wind

events for the large wind power generators will he quite reliable
and very useful to utility companies. If given the opportunity to
once again forecast for these sites following the completion of this

; research, the author strongly believes that these forecasts will be
much more accurate, than those during the forecasting project of 1979.

As previously mentioned the current research is not complete. More

i work is needed to study in greater detail diurnal and seasonal effects.
Further investigation is also necessary on gradient, speed, and direc-
tion relations. Finally, some refinement of the findings is also
needed.
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